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FOR CONC_ PROCESSING SIMULATION OF M SPACE STATION
By
I_ Gluck
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Redondo Beach, California
ABSTRACT
Analytical simulation of the dynamics/control interaction of large space structures is
essential during the design process as full-scale tests of these vehicles in the laboratory are
Impractical. Furthermore. the operational manifests of large space systerr)s'on-orblt may
call for significant changes In their mass and stiffness distributions as well as for
substantial growth during the vehicles' lifetimes, and these can be stuj;14_d only by
analytical simulation.
s
computational hardware and system soR_are ..... "
......-.-----, _ ¢_y.e_ Ca _ _ e. _ _ e,,.,._..._(.
"I_.._ ,-_.--,r ........ h Lwo Important aspects of concurrent processing under development
at TRW_/_'hese are: {I'} thederivatlon of explicit mathematical models of multlbody
dynamic systems, and (2) a balanced computational load distribution (BCLD) among
loosely coupled computational units (processors) of a concurrent processing system. The
developed methodologies _lil_Is_.demonstrated _ by way of an application to the
Phase I of the Space Station - a task being performed by TRW under NASA/JSC contract
NAS9-17778. _-_ f_ e_ ....
! The mathemallcal model of the Space Station consists of three interconnected flexible
bodies capable of undergoing large, rigid-body motion with respect to each other. Body 1 is
the main central body and contains the pressurized modules inboard of the two Alpha
gimbals. Bodies 2 and 3 are the starboard and port bodies connected to Body I at the Alpha
gimbals and include all components on the transverse booms outboard of the Alpha
lmbals (including the solar arrays). The control systems in th__e.emodel maintain Body 1 in
a prescribed 3-axis attitude control mode, while producing_l_irg_angl/e')rotaUons of the
ble solar arrays to position them normal to the sun-lin"e:----- .... i
/i
,J
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The BCLD methodology for concurrent processing developed by TRW
enploys a static allocation strategy in which a separate software
package is used off-line and at leisure prior to the execution of the
simulation program. The load distribution, in this methodology, is
carried out in a manner transparent to the user who, nevertheless,
exercises control over the procedure with pre-selected constraint
conditions.
The distributed model of the Space Station is now complete and ready
to undergo benchmark tests on TRW's Custom Architectured Parallel
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